Abstract

This review of results frameworks in the Bank’s Social Protection & Labor portfolio seeks to answer the question: “How well are Social Protection & Labor projects performing with respect to their focus on results?” Specifically, the review assesses the status and quality of Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) in the portfolio, including both investment and policy-based lending, and develops guidance for task teams based on the review. The review identifies trends, strengths and weaknesses, and good practice M&E approaches and indicators to incorporate a better results focus in project design and implementation.
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#### SUMMARY

The main focus of the Social Protection and Labor portfolio is on strengthening client’s institutional capacity in the design and implementation of programs, but projects are not well equipped to track progress in this area. Correspondingly, there is a need to strengthen approaches to measuring and monitoring a “missing middle” of service delivery, precisely those areas for which counterpart institutions are responsible during the course of a project. In particular, better measures of the primary functions of social protection and labor agencies are needed, such as identifying and enrolling beneficiaries, targeting, payment systems, fraud and error control, performance monitoring of service delivery providers, responsiveness to citizens, transparency, efficiency, management information systems and monitoring and evaluation systems.

**New World Bank initiatives - particularly standard core indicators by sector and the introduction of results-based investment lending - call for substantial improvements in the use of monitoring and evaluation (M&E).** Present practice in the use of M&E, notably during project implementation, is weak: close to 40 percent of indicators lack baseline data; 12 percent of outcome indicators (and 19 percent of intermediate indicators) listed in the project appraisal documents (PADs) are not listed in the implementation status and results report (ISRs); and only 21 percent of projects have regularly updated key performance indicators (KPIs). Development policy lending operations (DPLs) are particularly weak and require a tailored approach to M&E. Overall, project supported M&E could be improved through the better use of ISRs and greater specificity, commitments and follow-through regarding the implementation of M&E arrangements in client countries, notably concerning data sources, frequency and responsibility of reporting, and expected use of the indicators by stakeholders.

**Strengthening monitoring and evaluation arrangements in client countries must be a priority.** There is little attention to this issue in current practice, but is it the area with potentially the greatest payoffs. Strengthened sectoral M&E systems are a foundation for improved performance in the sector overall. Social protection would particularly benefit from improved sectoral results-based management given the diversity of programs and policies that comprise the sector. This would be a powerful tool for moving from a often ad-hoc project approach to one supporting social protection programs and systems.

**Impact evaluations are included in about half of projects and should continue to be used selectively and strategically,** particularly when the program is innovative, replicable and/or scalable to reach a broader set of beneficiaries, addresses a knowledge gap and is likely to have a substantial policy impact. Structuring evaluations around core themes with common outcome measures is fundamental to building a global knowledge base on development effectiveness.
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I. CONTEXT, OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

1. The Bank is increasingly focused on promoting results-based management, both as a corporate strategy and as an element of support to client countries. Accordingly, there has been a growing focus on the outcomes and impacts of Bank operations and on strengthening the links between these operations and country development goals. Strengthening project level monitoring and evaluation (M&E) can be a platform for expanding knowledge on development effectiveness, improving broader sectoral M&E in client countries, supporting public sector management and making public programs and more accountable to citizens and international partners.

2. Upcoming Bank policies will increase the need for effective M&E in projects and promote opportunities to strengthen clients’ results based management systems. The current discussions taking place to develop a new results-based investment lending (RBIL) instrument as well as the Operations Policy and Country Services (OPCS) mandate to develop standardized operational indicators by sector will put M&E at the center of operational policies. As the corporate expectation on results-based approaches intensifies, task teams are increasingly seeking technical guidance and examples of effective practice.

3. The Social Protection and Labor (SP+L) sector is building on a comparatively strong base with respect to approaches to monitoring and evaluation. Many SP+L projects have been path-breaking in fostering better monitoring and evaluation frameworks and more effective use of results. The SP+L sector has comparatively good ratings for project level M&E, and has been the focus of two meta-analyses of the development effectiveness of particular programs, covering social funds published in 2001 and conditional cash transfers (CCT) published in 2009, based on robust experimental and quasi-experimental impact evaluations.

4. This “Results Readiness” work assessed progress to date on results-based management in the SP+L portfolio and generated operationally relevant knowledge on how to strengthen M&E. This review of results frameworks in the Bank’s SP+L portfolio seeks to answer the question “How well are SP+L projects performing with respect to their focus on results?” Specifically, the review takes stock of the status and quality of M&E in the SP+L portfolio, including both investment and policy-based lending, and then develops guidance for task teams based on the review. The work identifies trends, strengths and weaknesses, and good practice M&E approaches and indicators to incorporate a better results focus in project design and implementation.

5. Phase I of this process, reflected in these findings, consisted of a rapid desk review of the current SP+L portfolio. The cohort consists of all 70 SP+L mapped projects approved in the fiscal years 2005-2009 period, with an additional sample of 7 DPLs with a substantial safety nets component mapped to other sector boards, for a total of 77 operations (see Table 1 below and Annex 1). The primary focus is on design and implementation issues using Project Appraisal Documents (PADs), Implementation Supervision Reports (ISRs) and Implementation Completion and Results Reports (ICRs),
with analysis of final results limited by the small number of ICRs (13) that have been produced so far in this relatively young cohort.

Table 1. Project Cohort in “Results Readiness” Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Investment Lending</th>
<th>DPLs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-emergency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Markets</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Delivery</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Funds</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Safety Nets</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. The products of this Phase I work are a digestible set of resources for task teams and include:
   a) This Summary Report and a full length Powerpoint on main findings and recommendations;
   b) Technical Guidance Notes for Task Teams in the areas of:
      • Safety Nets
      • Labor Market Programs
      • Service Delivery
      • Social Funds
   c) Data on Results in SP+L Operations based on the development and application of a standard instrument used to collect performance data across the SP+L portfolio (see Annexes 2-3)

7. The assessment followed the project cycle through both design (assessing PADs) and implementation (assessing ICRs and available ISRs), with reviews of PDOs, outcome and intermediate outcome KPIs, M&E arrangements and the use of M&E within the World Bank. In response to requests made at the Concept Note review, there was a special emphasis on DPLs, impact evaluations, and indicators of institutional development. Performance ratings are assessed on a range from 1 (highly satisfactory) to 6 (highly unsatisfactory), with a 1 or 2 denoting strong performance, 3 indicating room for improvement and 4-6 not meeting expectations. Table 2 summarizes the main results of the performance assessment.

Table 2. Percent of SP+L Projects with Strong Performance on Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of PDO formulation</th>
<th>Quality of outcome indicators</th>
<th>Quality of intermediate outcome indicators</th>
<th>KPIs updated regularly in ISRs</th>
<th>M&amp;E arrangements at design</th>
<th>M&amp;E at implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Markets</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 There are only three pension projects mapped to the SP+L sector from FY05-09. Therefore, while pensions are included in the statistical analysis of the SP+L portfolio, the cohort is insufficient to provide technical guidance in this thematic area. All Technical Guidance Notes are available at www.worldbank.org/sp.
8. One of the cornerstones of good project design is a clear statement of project development objectives (PDOs) to convey what the project intends to achieve and a set of accompanying performance indicators to monitor implementation progress.

9. This review mapped the SP+L portfolio into 10 main areas which have been used throughout this analysis, namely:

- **Access to public services and infrastructure**, including schools, health centers, roads and other local public goods
- **Access to economic opportunities** such as microcredit, active labor market programs, skills development
- **Temporary income support**, including unconditional transfers, public works and temporary employment, CCTs, wage subsidies
- **Human development outcomes**, including education, health and nutrition, and HIV status
- **Reaching specific vulnerable and targeted groups**
- **Community empowerment**
- **Local government capacity building**
- **National/ sectoral government capacity building**
- **Quality of services**
- **Fiscal objectives and economic efficiency**

10. The SP+L portfolio is strongly focused on improving the performance of SP+L institutions; building national capacity is an objective in the majority of projects in the SP+L portfolio (60 percent of projects). Social funds are an exception to this, where the focus is instead on community-level capacity building (69 percent of PDOs). Reaching vulnerable groups (55 percent) and improving the quality of service delivery (40 percent) are also frequent objectives. PDOs often encompassed more than one objective, with an average of three per project across this SP+L cohort’s PDOs.

11. Although the quality of PDOs is generally strong, they are often stated too broadly, promising high level outcomes beyond the reach of the project (especially in DPLs), with weak specification of target beneficiaries. PDOs often focus on means rather than ends (on what is going to be done instead of what is going to be transformed) or simply restate project activities. Another weakness is the lack of specificity of the target population or of a project’s intended scope/ scale. Finally, framing PDOs for institutional development issues is a particular challenge, as they should be linked to the changes in behavior or status expected from these reformed institutions but also be measurable and attributable to the project.

12. In general, PDO specification would be improved by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Delivery</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Funds</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Safety Nets</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a) Clear, well defined and realistic PDO statements, not overly broad or ambitious. A good practice example is:

- “To improve the quality of life of people with disabilities and their families in areas affected by the October 8, 2005 earthquake, in Pakistan by ensuring better mobility, improved physical and mental health, increased participation in social and economic life.”
  - Pakistan Earthquake Disability Project

b) Focus on the outcome that the project can directly influence more than how the projects goals are to be achieved. A good practice example is:

- “To improve Honduras’ social safety net for children and youth. This would be achieved by (i) improving nutritional and basic health status of young children through expanding the AIN-C program, and (ii) increasing the employability of disadvantaged youth through piloting a First Employment program.’
  - Honduras Nutrition and Social Protection Project

c) Adequate specification of targeted beneficiaries. A good practice example is:

- “To increase the effectiveness of Argentina's income transfer programs for the unemployed and families with children, by improving selected design features and the transparency and accountability of the "Family allowances" and "Seguro" program, and by transferring beneficiaries from other, less effective schemes and programs, to the Family allowances and Seguro programs.”
  - Argentina Basic Protection Project

III. Key Performance Indicators

13. The use of human development indicators reflects a welcome focus on outcomes, but there is a ‘missing middle’ measuring service delivery that needs strengthening and is fundamentally linked to the portfolio’s primary focus on strengthening institutional capacity. KPIs, defined during project preparation, tracked during implementation and used as a key input to end of project ratings are the main measurement instruments to monitor project results. On average, there were six outcome measures and nine intermediate outcome measures per SP+L project. The most frequent outcome measures were those related to human development outcomes, despite the fact that this was not as frequently found among PDOs. One possible explanation for this is that even though SP+L projects may focus their objectives on institutional development or service delivery, as is the case of many of the safety net and service delivery projects, in the end the concern is on making tangible improvements to people’s lives. Reaching vulnerable groups and improved quality of service delivery were also widely represented among outcome KPIs. The most frequent intermediate outcome indicators measured
institutional development, underlining the more output orientation of these short-term measures. Service delivery and quality of services were also common intermediate outcome indicators.  

14. **Overall, the quality of KPIs at project design was strong.** They are generally SMART (specific, measurable, attributable, realistic, and targeted) with two-thirds of outcome indicators clearly linked to PDOs. Stronger linkages are in the area of access to public services and human development outcomes resulting from greater utilization of basic services. KPIs measuring community empowerment, local and national government capacity building perform were less well specified.

15. However, there was a notable tendency to confuse output and outcome indicators. There was also a lack of specificity in measures (indicators like “improved quality” or “adequate capacity” are not well specified), the utilization of indicators that are not sensitive to program performance (indicators such as “percentage of beneficiaries satisfied with program implementation” or “level of satisfaction with payments”) and failure to adequately specify the target population (widespread use of generic terms like “among the poor”, or “vulnerable groups”).

16. Two-thirds of all KPIs were able to specify baseline data, but the identification of KPI data sources as well as clear responsibility for their collection was not adequately specified on average for more than half of KPIs.

17. **However, KPIs are not regularly updated during implementation, undermining their effectiveness as project management tools.** During implementation, there was a tendency to trim down the number of KPIs actually tracked, with 12 percent of outcome indicators and 19 percent of intermediate outcome indicators listed in PADs not being included in ISRs. Only 21 percent of projects consistently and regularly updated KPIs during implementation. 19 percent of projects substantially restructured their KPIs, with the highest incidence among social funds projects (54 percent) largely reflecting incorporation of standard IDA 14 indicators. Poor performance and lack of reporting of KPIs in ISRs during implementation is mainly due to: (a) inadequate selection of KPIs at project design, (b) unclear specification at project design of the source, frequency and responsibility for measurement and reporting of KPIs, (c) data collection delays, for example, delays in establishing MIS and procurement delays in contracting external consultancies to carry out surveys as well as delays in indicators derived from national and sectoral sources external to the project.

18. **Institutional development indicators pose the greatest challenge in designing and reporting KPIs.** The SP+L portfolio’s focus on institutional objectives calls for the development of good measures of performance in this area. The performance ratings for institutional development indicators were consistently lower, including SMART ratings, linkages with PDOs, existence of a baseline, and adequate specification of data sources. The main weaknesses are related to specificity and measurability. Activity statements, like “implement management information systems (MIS)”, are often used as indicators instead of measurable variables. A stronger example would be percent of beneficiaries registered in the MIS or percentage of local offices producing monthly reports using automated MIS data.

19. **Recommendations to improve KPIs include:**

At project design:

---

2 The Technical Guidance Notes for Safety Nets, Labor Market Programs, Service Delivery and Social Funds developed as part of this “Results Readiness” work include a list of indicators and typical data sources used in SP+L projects.
a) KPIs should be identified along the stages of the results chain: Output measures help track project implementation, explain outcomes and should be explicitly included and measured. Using the term “intermediate outcome” can be confusing - There needs to be a differentiation between outputs and short-term service delivery outcomes. There is a need for clarity and measurability around a “missing middle” in service delivery;

b) KPIs should include an appropriate balance of both output and outcome measures: Output indicators should rely on accessible, high frequency data (usually administrative data). Outcome indicators usually rely on less frequently available data such as population data, impact evaluation surveys, citizen scorecards, tracer studies or beneficiary assessments;

c) Before choosing indicators, it is good practice to perform an analysis of what data are available and what data can be collected given resources and feasibility constraints;

d) Need to determine at which level (individual, household, community, facility) indicators should be measured. Consider disaggregation by gender, income deciles, age, and geographical area;

e) Set baselines and target values at the design stage;

f) The quality of institutional development indicators needs to be strengthened;

g) Indicators used in impact evaluations require a framework that allows for determining net program effect (a counterfactual)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example of Weaker and Stronger KPIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weaker</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increase in access to health centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increase in access to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Contribution to short-term employment and income generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Program resource allocation favors poorer participating communes and villages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ensuring that communities have benefited from social mobilization and facilitation using highly participatory methodologies and that community based organizations are well represented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of KPIs during implementation could be strengthened by:

a) Selectivity in identifying the mix of KPIs during project design so that they can be tracked;

b) Ensuring that KPIs in PADs are listed in the ISRs;

c) Identifying the frequencies at which KPIs are measured as part of the ISR in order to update indicators accordingly;
d) PDO ratings in ISRs should be well-substantiated by KPI reporting. In cases where KPIs were not consistently reported it is difficult to justify PDO ratings;

e) Simplifying data collection processes, notably by being clear on data requirements, setting realistic time frames, and specifying responsibilities for data collection, reporting and review.

IV. MONITORING AND EVALUATION ARRANGEMENTS

20. M&E arrangements are made up of M&E instruments and institutional arrangements. Both are generally well specified though there is room for improvement in: knowledge sharing across types of projects; strengthening client capacity for implementing M&E; and developing suites of instruments and arrangements tailored to measuring and supporting institutional capacity development and service delivery.

21. The instruments or component parts of an M&E framework should match both the project and country context. M&E components in the SP+L projects reviewed consisted of MIS (in 71 percent of projects); impact evaluations (51 percent), though the robustness is not always evident; qualitative approaches through beneficiary assessments (42 percent) and participatory M&E (29 percent); operational assessment through process evaluation (36 percent); spot checks (22 percent) or technical/operational audits (23 percent). There is an interesting assortment of “other” M&E arrangements (39 percent) include facilities surveys, sectoral information systems, national household surveys, audits that are worth exploring more systematically, especially as many of these seem particularly well suited to supporting institutional capacity development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Use of M&amp;E Components by Thematic Area (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Safety Nets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. Interestingly, standard “packages” of M&E tools are present in particular types of operations, with variations across project types reflecting their specific operational needs as well as information sharing within particular regions and project communities. For example, most social funds have an MIS, process evaluation, and beneficiary assessments. Labor market operations focus mainly on MIS/beneficiary registries and impact evaluations. There are some regional patterns — Africa region (AFR) and Latin America and Caribbean region (LCR) use the largest variety of M&E components. There is
undoubtedly room for improved knowledge sharing across regions and types of projects as well as the need to develop data collection instruments and institutional arrangements that are well tailored to measuring and supporting institutional capacity development and results-based management.

23. Only 24 percent of projects report specifically on M&E costs. These ranged from $400,000 to $10 million with a median value of $2.4 million.

24. **Impact evaluation is a specific and important component of many M&E frameworks, with fifty one percent of projects planning to apply an impact evaluation.** However, only 27 percent of projects provided sufficient detailed methodological information to consider them rigorous impact evaluations (e.g. those that specify a counterfactual). More than a third of projects in the Latin America and Caribbean region (LCR) and South Asia region (SAR) intend to measure impact. Most of these projects also include early plans for baseline and follow up data collection. Among rigorous evaluations that specify the use of counterfactuals, randomization is the most frequent methodology used to generate a counterfactual, mainly used in CCT safety net projects. Only 20 percent of the rigorous impact evaluations reported costs, with an average of US$724,000 per evaluation.

25. Despite relatively good performance in M&E arrangements, areas for improvement include:
   
   a) Only 34 percent of PADs had a strong assessment of client M&E capacity;
   
   b) Plans to strengthen client capacity are missing or need improvement in almost half of projects;
   
   c) Less than 40 percent of projects had a clear and comprehensive definition of M&E roles and responsibilities;
   
   d) Integration with sectoral or national M&E systems is more common among service delivery and labor markets projects.

26. **M&E systems were considerably weaker at operationalization** (45 percent strong design versus 27 percent strong implementation). KPI updating, as discussed earlier, was not systematic. There were delays in data collection plans (including both KPI monitoring and evaluation): only 20 percent projects under implementation have carried out data collection as intended. This problem was particularly pronounced in safety net and service delivery projects, most likely because of strong focus on human development outcomes which are often longer-term and less frequently measured. There was also a frequent disconnect between progress in implementing M&E activities and task teams’ reported ISR M&E rating. There was overall lack of preparation and overly-ambitious expectations about client capacity and time-frame needed to carry out M&E. Readiness on the ground was limited. Unless they were repeater operations, few projects were ready to hit the ground running. Contracting of M&E staff took a good part of the first year of implementation, as did drafting M&E manuals. Typical problems were delays in establishing MISs capable of reporting on KPIs as well as delays in contracting the various external studies including developing terms of reference (TOR) and procurement process.

27. There were several good practice examples of M&E arrangements identified:

   - The *Jamaica Conditional Cash Transfer Project* provides a comprehensive and well described system and appropriate mix of M&E approaches, including management information systems for routine monitoring, a process evaluation for informing project design, internal audits and

---

3 Each of these good practice examples is described in more detail in the corresponding Technical Guidance Note
spot checks to validate implementation, piggy-backing on an annual, national household survey to review targeting and coverage, and an impact evaluation to assess outcomes.

- The Malawi 3rd Social Action Fund Project is an example of a very effective approach to reinforcing a national system from a project platform as well as appropriate use of multifaceted evaluation instruments. The M&E system uses: (a) well defined Results Framework with clearly defined goals, objectives, outputs, and activities with corresponding indicators, means of verification and key assumptions; (b) a strategy for project processes, information requirements, tools and methodologies for data collection, analysis and reporting; (c) a plan with clear roles and responsibilities for indicators tracking with respect to data gathering and reporting; (d) a computerized Local Authority Management Information System (LAMIS) to cater to local level information needs; (e) internal and external periodic assessment and evaluations in the form of annual tracking studies, baseline studies, engendered community score cards, mid-term evaluations, ex-post evaluations, and impact evaluations; and (f) participatory community monitoring and accountability approaches and systems using Citizen Report Cards and Community Score Cards.

- The Argentina Head of Households Transition Project’s M&E plan builds on the experience of the Government of Argentina and the World Bank during the implementation of previous programs. Important lessons are drawn from the experience of Jefes, notably the importance of transparency and accountability in the administration of benefits. Specifically, social accountability was enhanced through: (i) regular monthly cross-checks control of the registry database with other databases by an independent agency; (ii) greater use of public information and participatory mechanisms through workshops in order to inform and promote participation of local organizations; (iii) more supervision missions and media monitoring.

28. Key recommendations for improving M & E arrangements are:

a) Project design should involve a thorough consideration of technical, institutional and political aspects of M&E and the costs, actions and technical assistance needed to implement the proposed M&E system. This should be summarized in an M&E Manual drafted as part of project preparation;

b) Set a realistic timeframe for M&E activities, including contracting processes;

c) Simplify data collection processes;

d) Be realistic about links with national and sectoral systems, especially at initial stages and in certain country contexts and type of operations;

e) The mix of evaluation components reflect project information needs at a specific point in time. Simplify M&E start up and consider system evolution as operation consolidates and new operational or impact issues arise;

f) Use impact evaluations selectively, most usefully when a project is innovative, replicable/scalable, addresses a knowledge gap, and is likely to have substantial policy impact. Impact evaluations must be closely coordinated with project implementation. Operational program rules will frame how to identify the comparison group needed for the counterfactual;

g) During implementation, project supervision needs to pay close attention to how project implementation affects planned M&E activities, in particular: the timing of baselines, delays in
project activities that affect reporting on results, contracting of external evaluations and surveys, and whether KPIs are being generated as planned through M&E instruments.

V. **USE OF RESULTS WITHIN THE WORLD BANK**

29. **The use of results has two main purposes: to “prove” (accountability) and to “improve” (management).** Within the World Bank, project level results are reported through two standard instruments: (a) ISRs, the main documents that track implementation advance and progress towards PDO achievement; and (b) ICRs which provide a final evaluation of achievement of PDOs at project closing.

30. **Results monitoring is not being used effectively in the World Bank to track project implementation.** Only one quarter of projects showed strong performance in using KPIs to measure progress and inform decisions. First, there is a disconnect between KPI findings and PDO ratings as PDO ratings in ISRs are not well-substantiated by KPI reporting. Second, whereas the M&E rating in the ISR provides the opportunity to flag issues, it is rarely used. Even when ratings or indicators change, justifications for the change are rarely discussed. Finally, the section on “Quality of Information on Outcomes” is not commonly used. Overall, the ISR has limitations as a monitoring tool by virtue of both design (for example, the format doesn’t lend itself to identifying the expected frequency of KPI reporting) and use.

31. Forty one percent of task teams consistently discussed M&E issues under the “Key Issues and Actions for Management” section in the ISR. Social fund and labor market task teams were more likely to identify and discuss issues related to results and M&E as part of project supervision than social service delivery and safety net projects. There may be a virtuous circle to this - projects with more attention to M&E issues by task teams tended to have higher ratings on M&E. Bank management comments on results and M&E is strong in 36 percent of projects, particularly when M&E issues are first flagged by task teams.

32. However, the review identified several cases of good practice:

- The Ethiopia Productive Safety Net I Project stands out for the good linkages between PDO ratings and results reporting as well as for innovative results monitoring tools, results-oriented supervision by the Bank task team, and management engagement on results.
- The Benin National Community Driven Development (CDD) Project displayed an effective use of M&E ratings to flag issues. This shows a proactive approach by the task team, with M&E issues often picked up in Priority Action to alert management to evolving issues.
- The West Bank and Gaza Emergency Services Support Project III taps into lessons from previous phases the better use results to monitor progress toward project goals even within a very challenging country context.

33. Recommendations to improve the use of results by Bank management and task teams include:

a) Ensure that PDO ratings are consistent with KPIs. PDO ratings justification should directly speak to KPI performance;

---

4 Each of these good practices are described in detail in the Technical Guidance Notes
b) Changes in KPIs should be formalized. There needs to be a process that is less onerous than a formal project restructuring that codifies changes in KPIs;

c) Task teams should use the M&E rating proactively. Task teams can better track and highlight implementation of the M&E framework by adjusting ratings on M&E more responsively. Task teams should not face disincentives for being realistic about ratings and reporting problems;

d) ISRs should eliminate the box to check for quality of information on final outcomes as it is not used. Rather, the KPI reporting table should require explanation for any KPI not updated;

e) All outcome indicators should be available by the time of the ICR. The ISR can be better used to identify where KPIs will not be able to be gathered and provide for more formal restructuring. Which KPIs will be reported when should be made clear at the outset of the project.

VI. KEY THEMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY LENDING INSTRUMENT

34. This “Results Readiness” assessment paid particular attention to the use of policy-based loans and emergency recovery loans whose use is growing in response to the global economic crisis and rise in disasters. These approaches call for a treatment of M&E tailored to the nature of the support being provided. The introduction of results-based investment lending (RBIL) will also require a tailored and considerably strengthened approach to M&E.

35. Development Policy Loans are considerably weaker in M&E than sector investment loans. In terms of PDOs, the review found that PDOs are in general fully aligned with CAS results: 95 percent of SP+L DPLs’ PDOs focus on strengthening national institutional capacity building, a challenging area for M&E, but one that would benefit substantially from an improved approach to M&E. The next most frequent focus areas are improving quality of service delivery and improving human development outcomes. In general, DPLs’ PDOs are very broad, with outcomes not well specified and too long. There are recognized challenges with attribution: outcomes are short-to-medium term making it difficult to judge the extent to which the operation can be reasonably held accountable for any longer-term outcomes. However, this is not a good reason for not focusing on clear results chains and on establishing the logical chain of results that can be expected from a DPL and the contributions that these will have to longer-term, higher order sectoral, country-based outcomes.

36. Outcome KPIs were more frequent (on average seven indicators per project) than intermediate outcome indicators (on average 2.4 indicators per project) which are not explicitly required. Outcome indicators mainly focused on measuring human development outcomes whereas 44 percent of intermediate outcome indicators focus on measuring efficiency and fiscal objectives. Usually outcome indicators measure medium-term (about 3 years) objectives, while intermediate indicators measure short term activities or actions and should be collected on an annual basis. The same lesson drawn from the review of investment operations applies to DPLs: to be able to measure medium term goals, it is crucial to have a focus on the “middle part” of the results chain and on what can be measured in the short time line. Especially in the case of programmatic DPLs, intermediate indicators are critical to monitor program performance to achieve final objectives and need to be developed and revised each phase. KPIs performance in DPLs is generally worse than in investment operations in terms of SMART ratings and other aspects. The main weaknessesess are related to the lack of specification of data

---

5 Almost all policy based lending operations in our sample are programmatic DPLs (17 out of 21).
sources as well as data collection responsibilities and frequency which are vague, sometimes absent or not specified. KPIs are often found to be not attributable and the overall linkage to PDOs is weak. A recurrent constraint in developing a good result framework is the weak country statistical capacity which limits the set of available indicators.

37. DPLs are potentially important vehicles for strengthening sectoral and national M&E capacity but this opportunity is under-utilized. In terms of overall M&E arrangements, DPLs are expected to assess country implementation capacity as well M&E system quality. If client capacity is found to be weak, the DPL should identify what needs be done to strengthen national M&E systems. However, DPLs perform less well than investment operations in assessing M&E capacity and in developing plans to strengthen national M&E system. Often the implementation of M&E activities is supported by parallel technical assistance (TA). The most common M&E instrument is the use of national and sectoral surveys and other databases. One third of the projects plan impact evaluations though the robustness of the approaches which are often unclear. Several support a range of qualitative assessments (beneficiary assessments, participatory monitoring instruments M&E workshops) though less frequently than in investment operations.

38. In terms of the use of results, ISRs are not designed for DPLs or commonly used for DPL supervision. Instead, in programmatic DPLs—which constitute the bulk of SP+L DPLs—the supervision phase coincides with the preparation phase for the new operation, with preparation substituting for the use of ISRs as a management and supervision tool.

39. Key issues and recommendations regarding DPLs are:

a) More effective approaches to the use of the “Key Results” section in the policy matrix, ensuring that these results are measurable within the annual timeframes of DPL operations, including a greater attention to intermediate outcome indicators based on a clear results chain;

b) More structure and guidance for the KPIs specified in the policy matrix. M&E quality would benefit from stricter requirements in terms of specifying data sources, data collection responsibilities, data collection frequencies, and M&E arrangements;

6 The following are among the main challenges identified in the 2009 Development Policy Lending Retrospective: Flexibility, Customization and Results, OPCS October 2009: 1) country weak statistical capacity; 2) indicators to measure actions; 3) alignment between CAS, PSR and DPL objectives.
c) Attribution and causality is a challenge because of the broad-based nature of policy reform and the national scale of objectives. Nonetheless, documentation should include a detailed results chain between actions supported by DPL operations and expected results;
d) DPLs are an opportunity to strengthen national/sectoral M&E systems: including capacity enhancement measures (TA or through other donors) is a good practice when strengthening M&E is a DPL objective;
e) Improve result-oriented Bank supervision by creating an ISR format that better fits DPLs.

40. Emergency Recovery Loans (ERLs) are designed in conditions have an important bearing on their results readiness and the use of M&E in these operations has been crafted appropriately: they represent good practice approaches to M&E even under difficult circumstances. In emergency situations, national and local level institutions are usually weakened, including in their M&E systems. Household level shocks may have drastically changed wellbeing and access to services quickly, making establishment of baseline and targets difficult. The quick preparation time required to bring emergency responses into operation works against the adequate preparation of traditional M&E frameworks and longer-term institutional capacity building is not often an appropriate focus.

41. Despite these limitations, ERLs were found to have appropriate PDOs – 77 percent include a focus on reaching vulnerable populations, largely those affected by political and natural shocks. The next most frequent focus area was access to public services (54 percent), again closely related to restoring essential services in the wake of crises. KPIs were appropriately streamlined for ERLs, with an average of about half the outcome indicators than for DPLs and regular investment operations. KPIs (both outcome and intermediate indicators) were most frequently focused on measuring improved access to basic services.

42. Design of M&E arrangements was a challenge in ERLs, with lower quality ratings overall than for other kinds of projects, reflecting the rapid, crisis response focus of ERLs. The most frequent components were MIS systems, technical audits and beneficiary assessments. Appropriately, there were no instances of robust impact evaluations planned or carried out for ERLs. Selectivity has paid off in ERLs and the implementation of the more limited M&E frameworks showed performance similar to other investment operations. Despite some of the limitations in the M&E framework of ERLs, Bank task teams and management showed a use of results comparable to other investment operations.

43. The good practices identified for ERLs include:

a) Well specified PDOs which capture the context of the emergency;
b) Simple KPIs that can be tracked in challenging emergency environments. A focus on outputs and the restoration of services is probably more appropriate than any longer term impact on institutional capacity or household level outcomes;
c) The flexible design of M&E approaches given the likely need to adjust to unanticipated needs due to the fragile context and rapid planning;
d) M&E capacity (both in-house or externally contracted) may be very weak in these crisis contexts. Twinning with local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or research teams and engaging communities in participatory monitoring where possible available is a good approach to strengthening weak systems and supporting accountability.
44. The introduction of results-based investment lending (RBIL) presents an opportunity to substantially advance the results agenda within the Bank and client countries by moving from a project focus to a program focus, but the challenges of using RBIL effectively should not be underestimated. The greatest opportunity presented by RBIL is the ability to shift project foci from inputs to outputs as well as to use projects as vehicles to strengthen country systems for results based management, procurement and financial management. However, we should not underestimate the change in culture and practice that will be needed within the Bank to make RBIL work. This “Results Readiness” work points to several of these areas that will be particularly salient for RBIL: (i) the shortcomings of ISRs in tracking key performance indicators and their limited use as a management tool; (ii) the challenge of identifying and tracking indicators that are meaningful for development outcomes, but for which the project can be held accountable for disbursement purposes under RBIL; and (iii) the difficulties in quantifying advances in institutional capacity building and improved service delivery which are likely to be at the heart of RBIL programs.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

45. This review concludes with ten main points:

#1 -- The SP+L portfolio’s main focus is on strengthening client’s institutional capacity in the design and implementation of SP+L programs. The three most common objectives in the current the SP+L portfolio are: (i) strengthening national government’s institutional capacity (60 percent of all projects list this as part of the PDOs), (ii) reaching specific vulnerable groups (55 percent of projects), and (iii) improving service delivery (40 percent of projects). It is challenging to craft PDOs that avoid both unrealistic higher level objectives and a narrow focus on means rather than ends, particularly given the current portfolio objectives and to match them with appropriate key performance indicators.

#2 -- There is a need to further develop indicators and approaches to measuring the “missing middle” of service delivery. To better align measures of project performance with project development objectives, a series of project implementation and service delivery indicators, and related measurements tools, need to be further developed. These indicators should follow as a product of a well elaborated results chain for each project, from inputs to activities to outputs to outcomes, with a clear discussion of assumptions and the logic behind the sequence of results. A focus on thinking through, then tracking, indicators of service delivery, project implementation and capacity development would strengthen effective management at the client and Bank levels. With a clear logic chain established these indicators could be tracked to chart the project’s trajectory toward meeting outcomes and longer-term country based sectoral goals.

At present, there is a strong and welcome focus on measuring outcomes, often in human development, linked to the growing use of impact evaluations. However, relying on impact evaluations as the principal M&E approach next to MIS - as is the case in the current portfolio - reveals a degree of mis-alignment since process evaluations, spot checks, sectoral service delivery surveys and other types of M&E approaches are probably better suited to answering medium-term questions concerning institutional capacity development and service delivery. The measures for tracking the “missing middle” should be
developed across the portfolio as a complement to impact evaluations. These indicators are more easily measured, directly attributable to the project, and critically linkable in the results chain leading to improved welfare outcomes. These types of indicators will be likely candidates to be used as measures against which to disburse funds in the new results based lending instrument under preparation.

#3 -- Develop a better approach to measuring institutional capacity, particularly around the primary functions of SP+L agencies. Given the portfolio’s focus on institutional capacity development, measures of the performance of SP+L sector should be improved. Areas requiring clear measures include: identifying and enrolling beneficiaries, targeting, payment systems, fraud and error control, performance monitoring of service delivery providers, responsiveness to citizens, transparency, efficiency, MISs, performance M&E.

# 4 -- Clarity is needed on the purpose of the standardized “core indicators” for SP+L being called for within the World Bank. First, clarity is needed on the rationale for tracking these indicators. Different goals call for different instruments and measures: benchmarking, management, accountability, knowledge generation. Each of these goals would lead in a particular direction, so to avoid confusion the purpose of these indicators needs to be clearly established. Indicators should be selective, and if related to monitoring project implementation within the portfolio, sensitive to project type and stage of implementation to guide performance tracking. If accountability and portfolio performance are goals, then the measures should allow for aggregation across the SP+L portfolio.

The International Development Association (IDA) 15 and Africa results team efforts are a good start in performance measurement, but these measures are less applicable to more mature programs and systems found more commonly in middle income countries.

Implementation of this “core system” will be a key challenge, particularly given current weaknesses with ISRs. Feedback from the implementation of IDA indicators, the Africa efforts and the experience to date in other sectors should be used as guidance.

# 5 -- Projects should be explicit regarding data sources, frequency and responsibility of reporting, and expected use of the indicators by stakeholders. Good practice M&E in PADs includes a clear description of data sources, frequency and responsibility of reporting, and use of results for management and feedback. This kind of specificity facilitates the use of ISRs to track implementation and allows for closer linkages between KPI reporting, M&E ratings and PDO ratings.

During implementation, things rarely go as planned. Project supervision needs to pay close attention to how project implementation affects planned M&E activities. Conversely, good indicators of project implementation can be used to inform effective supervision.

# 6 -- Though generally well formulated, KPIs are weaker in implementation. There are problems with consistency across indicators from PAD to ISRs, limited use of baselines and infrequent updating of KPIs. Only 65 percent of outcome indicators and 64 percent of intermediate indicators have baselines

---

7 Please see the “Technical Guidance Notes for Task Teams” developed as part of this Results Readiness exercise for lists of indicators and related sources of data, including service delivery and institutional development indicators.
identified; 12 percent of outcome indicators (and 19 percent of intermediate indicators) listed in the PAD are not listed in the ISR; and only 21 percent of projects have regularly updated KPIs. This hinders the ability of both Bank and client teams to use these data effectively as a management tool. Without active attention to tracking progress during implementation as part of regular supervision, with a reference to baselines and active use of ISRs, it is hard to conduct effective monitoring and management.

# 7 -- **Place more emphasis on supporting clients’ M&E capacity.** At project design, an M&E manual should be developed encompassing the M&E framework, an identification of institutional arrangements, costing, and TA needed to implement the M&E system. Successful operationalization of an M&E system depends not only on well chosen KPIs and assessment tools, but also on developing the right incentives and capacity to manage their design, implementation and use. Ideally, project M&E systems should be integrated with sectoral and national systems, but this must be balanced with having simple, reliable performance data.

Good practice PADs include an explicit description of data sources, frequency and responsibility of reporting, and use of results for management and feedback. This kind of specificity facilitates the use of ISRs to track implementation and allows for closer linkages between KPI reporting, M&E ratings, and PDO ratings.

However, things rarely go as planned. Project supervision needs to pay close attention to how project implementation affects planned M&E activities. Conversely, good indicators of project implementation can be used to inform effective supervision. Delays in M&E readiness are often due to problems hiring staff, building MISs, and contracting studies and surveys.

# 8 -- **Impact evaluations should be used selectively and strategically.** There has been a notable rise in the use of impact evaluations: just over 50 percent of SP+L projects have impact evaluations planned, with 33 percent of projects having a rigorous impact evaluation planned with baseline and follow-up and the use of a counterfactual. The most common methodological approach is a randomized control design, followed by the use of matching and regression discontinuity design. There is also a thoughtful reference to past evidence on results in just over 40 percent of projects.

Impact evaluations which use counterfactuals to establish the causal impact of a program should be used strategically when the program is innovative, replicable and/or scalable to reach a broader set of beneficiaries, addresses a knowledge gap and is likely to have a substantial policy impact. Impact evaluations can also often be used to explore implementation options among program treatment alternatives.

More broadly, the choice and combination of monitoring and evaluation approaches should reflect the policy question or management need at hand and task teams should not be pressured to necessarily include or exclude an approach based on the merits of the methodology. Future reviews of impact evaluations should assess whether these planned impact evaluations are carried out and summarize related findings.
# 9 -- Use project ISRs more effectively. Task teams need better incentives for using ISRs to identify problems and regularly update KPIs. At present, ISRs use as an effective management tool is compromised by limited reporting on indicators and lack of consistency between KPI and PDO ratings. The ISR format could be improved to better track results, including expected frequencies of KPIs.

# 10 -- Diverse lending instruments need a tailored, strengthened approach to M&E. Project-based approaches to M&E have been tailored to traditional investment lending. Development Policy Loan (DPLs) and Emergency Recovery Loans (ERLs) today—and Results-Based Investment Lending (RBIL) in the future—need M&E approaches that are fully reflective of the different challenges and opportunities presented by these instruments. OPCS needs to partner with regional operational advisers and others to strengthen their support to teams to meet this challenge, developing clear guidelines, providing hands-on support, and identifying good practice examples.

Development policy loans (DPLs) present opportunities to strengthen national and sectoral M&E systems, especially programmatic DPLs, but these opportunities are not being fully exploited. DPLs are weaker in M&E than sector investment loans. Guidelines for DPLs require a clear assessment of M&E system quality and plans for strengthening weak systems, but actual practice is limited. Despite challenges in establishing causal links between DPL supported reforms and outcomes, DPLs should still have clear results chains and KPIs for both annual and medium-term performance. This review echoes the finding of the 2006 DPL retrospective, namely the need to strengthen results frameworks in DPLs by systematically including benchmark values, keeping program matrixes and M&E approaches simple and focusing more on M&E capacity building.

To support improved M&E in DPLs, DPLs would benefit from a better and standardized specification of M&E arrangements (e.g. an equivalent to Annex III for investment loan PADs), including data sources, responsibilities for data collection, frequency of KPI reporting and use of data by stakeholders. The ISR format also needs adaptation for DPLs.

Emergency recovery loans (ERLs) also require special treatment for M&E, particularly given the weakened state of government programs in the face of an emergency, including M&E capacity, and the need for a rapid response. Under these circumstances, PDOs should seek to capture the context of emergency and KPIs should keep it as simple as possible in order to make sure that they can be tracked in these more challenging environments. Often these will be focused on outputs and the restoration of services. Design of M&E systems should be flexible and may need to adjust to unanticipated needs due to the fragile context and rapid planning. Twinning with local NGOs or research teams and engaging communities in participatory monitoring were possible can strengthen M&E approaches.

The introduction of results-based investment loans (RBIL) present an opportunity to move from a project focus to a program focus and to shift much of task team’s work from tracking inputs to measuring outputs and outcomes. This will necessitate a central focus on the identification, monitoring and evaluation of indicators that will be used for disbursement which can be measured accurately and for which the project can be held accountable. This will place monitoring and evaluation at the center of the project and these efforts will likely center on assessing program performance in service delivery.
However, this review has identified substantial existing challenges both with measuring the ‘missing middle’ of service delivery and with tracking project performance during implementation. Efforts will be needed to develop the next generation of instruments to accurately measure these types of outputs and shorter-term outcomes, including service delivery surveys of providers, audits of administrative data, sectoral public expenditure reviews, etc. and these tools will need to be coupled with changes in the practice and incentives around performance monitoring during project implementation.
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Abstract

This review of results frameworks in the Bank’s Social Protection & Labor portfolio seeks to answer the question: “How well are Social Protection & Labor projects performing with respect to their focus on results?” Specifically, the review assesses the status and quality of Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) in the portfolio, including both investment and policy-based lending, and develops guidance for task teams based on the review. The review identifies trends, strengths and weaknesses, and good practice M&E approaches and indicators to incorporate a better results focus in project design and implementation.